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Question: 125
You are currently defining a new OSPF area. The area must advertise external routes but should not receive external
routes from another area. In this scenario, which type of area should you define?
A . stub
B . backbone
C . not-so-stubby
D . totally stubby

Answer: A

Question: 126
A packet with a source MAC address of 00:26:88:02:74:23 enters your EX Series switch on port ge-0/0/2.

Assuming the filter in the exhibit has been applied to interface ge-0/0/2, which action will apply?
A . It discards the packet.
B . It discards and counts the packet.
C . It accepts the packet.
D . It rejects and counts the packet.

Answer: B

Question: 127
Two routers have established a peering using EBGP over a single T1 link.
How often will the routing table be synchronized between the two routers?
A . every 30 minutes
B . when an update message is received

C . every 30 seconds
D . when a notification message is received

Answer: B

Question: 128
You want several different subnets within your enterprise network to be reachable from outside the enterprise network.
Your edge router must share a single route advertisement about these subnets with external devices. If one of the
subnets is unavailable, your edge router should drop any traffic destined to that subnet.
Which type of route, configured on the edge device with default behavior, accomplishes these objectives?
A . a primary contributing route
B . an OSPF route
C . an aggregate route
D . a generated route

Answer: C

Question: 129
What is preserved by enabling graceful Routing Engine switchover ( GRES)?
A . interface and kernel information
B . link-state protocol adjacencies
C . control-plane state
D . BGP peering relationships

Answer: A

Question: 130
Exhibit:

Referring to the exhibit, which three statements are true? ( Choose three.)
A . Frames on interface ge-0/0/0 can be tagged with VLAN ID 101.
B . Interface ge-0/0/1 is an access port.
C . Frames on interface ge-0/0/2 can be tagged with VLAN ID 101 or VLAN 1.
D . There are no active ports in the default VLA
F . The switch cannot be managed through the production network.

Answer: ABE

Question: 131
Which command shows you the status of the redundant trunk groups configured on an EX Series switch?
A . show spanning-tree interface
B . show redundant-trunk-group
C . show ethernet-switching redundant-trunk-group
D . show interfaces

Answer: D

Question: 132
Which two put ge-0/0/0 and ge-0/0/1 into the VLAN data?
A . set interfaces interface-range data-ports member ge-0/0/0
set interfaces interface-range data-ports member ge-0/0/1
set interfaces interface-range data-ports unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members data
B . set interfaces ge-0/0/0 to ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members data
C . set interfaces ge-0/0/0 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members data
set interfaces ge-0/0/1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members data
D . set interfaces ge-0/0/0-1 unit 0 family ethernet-switching vlan members data

Answer: AC

Question: 133
Host-1 was recently added in the network and is attached to ge-0/0/10 on Switch A. Host-1 is powered on and has its
interface configured with default Layer 2 settings and an IP address on the 172.17.12.0/24 IP subnet. Host-1’s MAC
address is not shown in Switch-A’s bridging table.
What are three explanations for this state?
A. The ge-0/0/10 interface is not operationally or administratively up.
B. The ge-0/0/10 interface does not have an associated RVI.
C. The ge-0/0/10 interface has not received any traffic from Host-1.
D. The ge-0/0/10 interface is configured as an access port.
E. The ge-0/0/10 interface is configured as a trunk port.

Answer: ACE

Question: 134
What is the correct sequence of OSPF adjacency formation?
A . Down, 2way, Init, ExStart, Exchange, Loading, Full
B . Down, Init, ExStart, 2way, Loading, Exchange, Full
C . Down, Init, 2way, Loading, ExStart, Exchange, Full
D . Down, Init, 2way, ExStart, Exchange, Loading, Full

Answer: D

Question: 135

What is the default value of the TTL in a VRRP advertisement?
A . 64 TTL
B . 1 TTL
C . 0 TTL
D . 255 TTL

Answer: D

Question: 136
Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are true?
A . The policy B routing policy is used by neighbor 10.0.0.4.
B . No policy is used for neighbor 10.0.0.4
C . The policy D routing policy is the only policy used by neighbor 10.0.0.2.
D . The policy A routing policy takes precedence over all other policies.

Answer: AC

Question: 137
You are performing network tests and notice that the Layer 3 interface in the Finance VLAN on an EX Series switch is

not responding to pings. You review the device status from the console.

What is causing the problem, as shown in the exhibit?
A . There are no interfaces configured in the Finance VLA
C . There is no route in the routing table for the Finance VLAN Layer 3 interface.
D . There are no active physical ports in the Finance VLA
F . The Layer 3 interface in the Finance VLAN is administratively disabled.

Answer: B

Question: 138
What is the purpose of the configuration shown in the exhibit?

A . This configuration causes all routes for directly connected interfaces to be installed in oth the inet.0 routing table
and the inet.0 routing table for the blue routing instance.
B . This configuration allows you to specify my-rib-group in a static route’s next-table statement to cause the static
route to first try to resolve the address in inet.0 and then in blue.inet.0.
C . This configuration causes all routes for directly connected interfaces that are assigned to the blue routing instance
to be installed in both the inet.0 routing table and the inet.0 routing table for the blue routing instance.
D . This configuration causes all routes from inet.0 to also be installed in blue.inet.0.

Answer: A

Question: 139
Which LSA type describes the router ID of ASBR routers located in remote areas?
A . Type 7
B . Type 4
C . Type 3
D . Type 5

Answer: B

Question: 140
VLANs provide separation for which type of domains?
A . virtual domains
B . collision domains
C . broadcast domains
D . multicast domains

Answer: C
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